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REBECCA ATWOOD

LIMITED EDITION DESIGN COLLABORATION
scent-sational collection

patterns and spice and everything nice. once again featuring the painterly style of Brooklyn-based designer Rebecca Atwood, our fall 2016 limited edition collection brings the rich colors and sumptuous scents of the season straight into your home.

inspired by autumn harvests and family feasts, we hand-selected four designs and paired them with our nature-inspired fragrances to create a collection you’re sure to fall for. so smell them, use them and love them all.
painterly
stripe
pattern
with
cheery coral,
autumn
orange,
deep plum
“This fresh persimmon scent + pattern reminds me of Thanksgiving, orchards and the richness of the season.”
pink persimmon

design

pattern inspired by the richness of fall and wanting to create a more urban + fashion-related take on an autumn color palette

design began as a playful exploration between watercolor bleeds + layering stripes

color palette

# # #

fragrance

limited edition fragrance is a positively perfect fall fruit favorite

notes of persimmon, plum and fig

available in

gel hand wash
foaming hand wash
all-purpose cleaner
dish soap

price

$3.49

find it

Target stores
target.com
swirling marble pattern with sea foam, pale jade + storm blue
**blue sage**

**design**

pattern inspired by icy waters, early morning frost, fall weather and the elements

original design was hand-marbled using a Japanese floating ink technique

**fragrance**

limited edition fragrance captures the scent of coastal sage on a crisp fall day

notes of juniper, cypress and sage

**available in**

gel hand wash
foaming hand wash

**price**

$3.49

**find it**

Target stores
target.com
“Sage is such a fragrant autumn ingredient... and there's something so calming about it.”
floral vine pattern with rose taupe, pumpkin orange + charcoal
“There’s a deliciousness to this scent that evokes fall cooking, pies and just the warm coziness of that moment in time.”
pumpkin clove

design
pattern inspired by harvest season, fall cooking and farmer’s market bounty

original design was two separate hand-painted watercolors overlaid with charcoal sketchmarks

fragrance
limited edition fragrance is like combining all your favorite fall cooking spices

notes of pumpkin, clove, nutmeg, vanilla, cinnamon and allspice

available in
gel hand wash
foaming hand wash

price
$3.49

find it
Target stores
target.com
abstract floral pattern with pale lilac, gray purple + deep violet
wild violet

design
pattern inspired by flower petals and falling leaves
original design was hand-painted with watercolor and gouache in a sketchbook

fragrance
limited edition fragrance evokes a fragrant violet blooming in the wilderness
notes of african violet and sandalwood

available in
gel hand wash foaming hand wash

price
$3.49

find it
Target stores
target.com
“This pattern was inspired by wildflowers growing in the woods... it’s a bold and unexpected fall floral.”
we hope you enjoy our collection.
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